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Doing business in a world that has changed 
requires an understanding of COMPLEXITY and 
CONTEXT and developing the skills to work with 

others – a key reason why ACETA is so important.

Supporting growth of the industry and putting 
measures in place that minimise negative outcomes 

for members means that everyone prospers.



Doing business in a world that 
has changed:

COMPLEXITY
CONTEXT 

COLLECTIVE WISDOM





Even in a ‘stagflationary’ market you can increase your 
success by focusing on relationships in ways that ensure 

that tasks are performed more effectively. This stimulates 
repeat business and referrals.



Juggling water…
Herding cats…



Doing 
business in 
a world 
that has 
changed…

What worked before, now works against us.

We are in over our heads! 

The importance of complexity and context mean that while personal 
leadership skills are necessary, they are significantly insufficient. 
Organisations do well when people work effectively collectively.

Different types of problems require different leadership approaches. 
Know the difference and develop the skills to take appropriate action 
and  opportunities open up.

To make progress, requires developing wisdom, rather than 
cramming in more knowledge. Most people haven’t reached the 
level of development, or wisdom, needed to be an effective leader…



What worked before, 
now works against us.















Based on how it looks, what year could 
this organisational chart be from?



Volatile – rapid, sudden constant change

Uncertain – Unclear information and outcomes, lack of 
predictability, surprises!

Complex - multiple variables and unknowns and 
associated chaos and confusion

Ambiguous – Lack of clarity, haziness, potential for 
misreads about the meaning of events

CONTEXT of modern leadership





What is currently 
happening in your 
organisations?

• Look at the points on the 
next slide. How many do 
you recognise?
• Which 3 are the most 

common?



1. Insist on doing everything through “channels.” Shortcuts are not permitted to expedite decisions.
2. Make “speeches.” Talk as frequently as possible and at great length. Illustrate your “points” by long 

anecdotes and accounts of personal experiences.
3. When possible, refer all matters to committees for “further study and consideration.” Attempt to make 

the committees as large as possible—never less than five.
4. Bring up irrelevant issues as frequently as possible.
5. Haggle over the precise wordings of communications, minutes, resolutions.
6. Refer to matters decided upon at the last meeting and attempt to reopen the question of the 

advisability of that decision.
7. Advocate “caution.” Be “reasonable” and avoid haste which might result in embarrassments or 

difficulties later.
8. Be worried about the propriety of any decision—raise the question of whether such action as is 

contemplated lies within the jurisdiction of the group or whether it might conflict with the policy of 
some higher echelon.

9. When training new workers, give incomplete or misleading instructions.
10.Hold conferences when there is more critical work to be done.
11.Multiply the procedures and clearances involved in issuing instructions, pay checks, and so on. See that 

three people must approve everything where one would do.
12.Apply all regulations to the last letter.





History of beliefs 
about leadership 





Leaders are born, not made.

- Great Man Theory
- Birth Order Theory
- Tall Man Theory
- Hero Leaders





1980 to present 
– adaptive, 
different 
perspectives

However, although issues with the old 
ways of leading have been identified, 
people still unconsciously operate under 
the assumptions of a closed system as they 
seek to control and predict.



Almost everything has 
changed. But not how we do 
business. 

The way we come together 
as human beings to solve 
problems and invent our 
future has stayed remarkably 
constant.

And we’re stuck.

Brave New Work: Are You Ready to Reinvent Your Organization? by Aaron Dignan, 2018

https://amzn.to/2LopHeF


We are in over our 
heads.



50% of employees quit 
their jobs because of how 
they are being managed.



30% - 60% of those in leadership roles are destructive to their organisations 
Hogan, 2019



75% of change programs fail?



While personal leadership skills are 
necessary, they are significantly 

insufficient. 

Organisations do well when people 
develop specific skills in working well 

collectively.



PURPOSE
How we orient and steer;

the reason for being at the 
heart of any organization, 

team, or individual.

AUTHORITY
How we share power and 
make decisions; the right 

to make decisions and take 
action or compel others to 

do the same.

STRUCTURE
How we organize and 

team; the anatomy of the 
organization; formal, 
informal, and value-
creation networks.

STRATEGY
How we plan and 

prioritize; the process of 
identifying critical factors 

or challenges and the 
means to overcome them.

RESOURCES
How we invest our time 

and money; the allocation 
of capital, effort, space, 

and other assets.

INNOVATION
How we learn and evolve; 
the creation of something 

new; the evolution of what 
already exists.

WORKFLOW
How we divide and do the 

work; the path and 
process of value creation.

MEETINGS
How we convene and 

coordinate; the many ways 
members and teams come 

together.

INFORMATION
How we share and use 
data; the flow of data, 
insight, and knowledge 
across the organization

MEMBERSHIP
How we define and 

cultivate relationships; the 
boundaries and conditions 

for entering, inhabiting, 
and leaving teams and 

organizations.

MASTERY
How we grow and mature; 

the journey of self-
discovery and 

development; our 
approach to nurturing 

talent, skills, and 
competence.

COMPENSATION
How we pay and provide; 

the wages, salaries, 
bonuses, commissions, 
benefits, perquisites, 

profits, and equity 
exchanged for 

participation in the 
organization. 
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PURPOSE AUTHORITY STRUCTURE STRATEGY

RESOURCES INNOVATION WORKFLOW MEETINGS

INFORMATION MEMBERSHIP MASTERY COMPENSATION
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What has brought you here today?



We get tethered to our current 
ways of working especially 
when they stop working?



Different types of problems require different 
approaches. 

To be successful, we need to know the difference and 
develop the skills to take appropriate action. 
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Complexity of 
human 
relationships
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Doing business today



• Understand the skills required to be effective in a complex 
changing environment
• Educate yourself to the new frameworks suitable for complexity
• Develop your ability to make sense of what motivates your 

actions and the actions of others

Doing business today:



Incorporating 
complexity and 

context into 
actions

KNOWING WHAT TO DO IS NOT THE 
SAME AS KNOWING HOW TO DO IT.

KNOWING HOW TO DO IT IS NOT THE 
SAME AS DOING IT.

IT IS ONLY IN THE ʻDOINGʼ THAT WE 
SHOW WHAT MOTIVATES US AND 
CAUSES OUR HABITS AND BEHAVIOURS 
– MOSTLY UNCONSCIOUS!!



WHICH WOULD 
BE THE EASIEST?





Why do people get promoted?

• ??

• ??



Usually because they are good at solving 
technical problems…

• Solving problems that can be solved
• Being an expert when there are right way and wrong ways to do things
• Exercising authority
• Predicting accurately
• Being able to repeat what you did and get the same results



People
are complex

systems

Teams are
complex systems

Organisations
are complex

systems

People can’t be ‘solved’…
but you can make progress…

However, 



Adaptive leadership aligned to complexity is 
about:
• Making progress by changing priorities, beliefs, habits and loyalties
• Continually realigning goals along a direction rather than a destination
• Facing problems that can’t be solved
• Knowing when to amplify or dampen actions
• Developing influencing skills
• Working amidst ambiguity
• Embracing risk and uncertainty
• Working with complex systems



Technical leadership Adaptive leadership
• Solving problems that can be solved
• Being an expert when there are right way 

and wrong ways to do things
• Exercising authority
• Predicting accurately
• Being able to repeat what you did and get 

the same results

• Making progress by changing priorities, beliefs, 
habits and loyalties

• Continually realigning goals along a direction rather 
than a destination

• Facing problems that can’t be solved
• Knowing when to amplify or dampen actions
• Developing influencing skills
• Working amidst ambiguity
• Embracing risk and uncertainty
• Working with complex systems

Most challenges involve both technical and adaptive dimensions.



The single biggest failure is 
when organisations treat 
complex challenges as if 

they were merely 
complicated problems.

Heifetz and Linsky, Cambridge Leadership associates



”remember… in a complex world ...a lot of 
what is going on is hidden from view."



For Complex Challenges, personal 
leadership skills are necessary, but 
insufficient. 
It is collective leadership and team 
skills that create success in today’s 
world.

It is learning through emergence, 
learning by doing that makes a big 
difference.



Complex Challenges 
exhibit emergent 

behaviour 

Complicated 
problems are 

predictable and can 
be solved by experts



deakinco.com 









How do you even begin 
to make progress when 
the issue is persistent 
and resistant no matter 
how you try to solve it?



Seeking multiple 
perspectives: 

an essential skill for working 
collectively



FRAMEWORKS (F):
for multiple 
perspectives















Seeing the world through our existing frameworks creates 
our reality and blind us to others.





The value of 
looking at issues 
through different 
frameworks is to 
open possibilities 

that might not 
otherwise have 

been there.









Every problem, every 
dilemma, every dead end we 
find ourselves facing in life, 
only appears unsolvable 
inside a particular frame or 
point of view. 
Enlarge the box, or create 
another frame around the 
data, and problems vanish, 
while new opportunities 
appear. 
Zander & Zander 2000



Effective leadership requires skill at being objective; being 
able to get on the balcony and see a bigger picture.

FRAMEWORK: Balcony / Dancefloor



The greatest attribute a producer can have is the ability to see the whole picture.
Most artists, when they record something, don’t listen to the whole thing.
They listen to what they’re doing.
When the music is played back, he’ll be listening to himself.
The producer must sit back, view the whole thing in perspective and make sense of it.

— George Martin —



FRAMEWORK : Systems Thinking



EVENTS
What just happened?

PATTERNS/TRENDS
What has been happening?
Have we been here or someplace 
similar before?

SYSTEMIC STRUCTURES
What are the forces at play
contributing to these patterns?

MENTAL MODELS
What about our thinking allows 
this situation to persist?



The balconies of a challenge

1) What are the main activities and events? 

2) What patterns do you see?

3) What systemic structures are involved?

4) What mindsets and identities are present?



The balconies of a challenge

4) What mindsets and identities are present?

3) What systemic structures are involved?

2) What patterns do you see?

1) What are the main activities and events? 



Identifying patterns: systems traps



FRAMEWORK: Cynefin



ACHIEVEMENT 
Achieves self set goals 

Believes that individual effort is important 
Accepts and shares responsibility 

Takes on challenging tasks 
Insightful in diagnosing problems 

PERFECTIONISTIC 
Never wants to make a mistake 

Sets unrealistic goals 
Personally takes care of every detail 

Creates self induced stress 

COMPETITIVE 
Competes rather than cooperates 

Strong need to win 
Constantly compares self with others 

POWER 
Wants to control everything 

Believes in force 
Has little confidence in people 

Seldom admits mistakes 
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OPPOSITIONAL 
Opposes new ideas 
Looks for mistakes 

Resists change 
Critical of others 

SELF-ACTUALISING 
Receptive to change 

Creative problem solver 
Non-defensive 
Self respecting 

....---sA11SFACTI0N Nffos---.. 

-- SECURITY NEEOS ------

AVOIDANCE 
"Lays low" when things get tough 

Avoids conflict 
Has difficulty making decisions 

Is non-committal 
Hopes that problems will take care 

of themselves 

HUMANISTIC-ENCOURAGING 
Encourages growth and development in others 
Resolves conflicts constructively 
Trustworthy 
Involves others in decision making 
Motivates by serving as a role model 
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AFFILIATIVE 
Cooperative 
Friendly 
Genuine concern for others 
Accepts change 

APPROVAL 
Sets goals that please others 
Supports those with the most authority 
Agrees with everyone 
Reluctantly deals with conflict 

CONVENTIONAL 
Treats rules as more important than ideas 
Follows policies and practices 
Reliable and steady 
Sets predictable goals and objectives 

DEPENDENT 
Relies on others for direction 
A good follower 
Doesn't challenge others 
Aims to please everyone 

© 200 I Human Synergistics International I Research and Development by Robert A. Cooke, PhD and J. Clayton Lafferty, PhD 

FRAMEWORK: 360-degree assessments
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To make progress, requires developing wisdom, rather 
than cramming in more knowledge. Most people 

haven’t reached the level of development, or wisdom, 
needed to be an effective leader…

…paying attention to the sensemaking 
capacity/maturity of people creates an advantage 

especially in stagnant markets!



There are variations in the 
ability of adults to make 
sense of complexity.

This is not a problem unless 
their job requires them to 
have a sensemaking 
capacity greater than what 
they have developed.

The problem is that…. more 
and more, everyone is 
required to deal with 
complexity in their roles…

Method IssueFrameworks



Method IssueFrameworks

Most leaders have not developed the sensemaking capacity 
equal or greater to the complexity of their job.





FRAMEWORK: Adult Development Theory



One shape of 
adult growth

How most people think about being an adult



Another 
model of 

adult growth

What is really happening…



Kegan’s Stages 
of Human 
Consciousness 
Development
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Kegan’s Stages of Vertical Development 

Socialised Mind

Self-Authoring

Self-transforming



Early in our lives, we see only our own views and perspectives. 
Others are mysterious to us and then usually

We become fully engaged in some kind of group or society and 
take in those ideas as our own and then maybe

We begin to author our own lives and write our own ideas about 
who we are, what success is and then just maybe

We begin to co-construct with others and get more comfortable with 
uncertainty and ambiguity

Self-sovereign

Socialised

Self-authored

Self-transforming

Phases of adult growth



I focus on the benefits to and impact on myself without taking other 
people into account? I seem to not have any sense of what others might be 
thinking or feeling about this situation?

I focus on how I think others will perceive me? I am searching for The 
Right Answer or attempting to judge myself against some external 
standards instead of creating my own standards?

My answer is driven by my own sense of what I think is best in the 
world, regardless of how others might see me? I equate who I am with my 
own ideology?

I find myself holding opposite positions and feeling the wholeness of 
those opposites? I sense the positive inside the negative and the negative 
inside the positive? I find it hard to see things as particularly good or 
particularly bad, but rather simply the way that life is?

Self-sovereign

Socialised

Self-authored

Self-transforming



… I am too limited by myself. Other people have vital knowledge and 
perspectives; I need to find my tribe.

…I will never find the perfect guide to follow, experts are all partial and 
imperfect; I need to find my voice, my purpose.

…I will never create the perfect guide inside myself, all humans (including 
me) are partial and imperfect; core is finding my deepest compassion and 
curiosity

…………………………….

Self-sovereign

Socialised

Self-authored

Self-transforming

HOW GROWTH APPEARS…



Self-
Sovereign

Socialised Self-
Transforming

Leadership Effectiveness

Leadership Effectiveness and Form of Mind

K.Eigel (1998) in Kegan and Lahey

Form of Mind





Discuss the significance of these two diagrams
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Socialised mind

Self-authoring mind

Self-transforming mind

Team Player
Faithful follower
Align to others
Seeks direction
Reliant

Agenda-driven
Own compass
own frame
Independent

Meta-leader
Leader leads to learn
Multi-frame
Can hold contradictions
Interdependent

Three plateaus in adult development



Development is not inevitable: we may grow to a certain point and then stop. 

Going further requires time, self-awareness, and the willingness to discover and examine the 
hidden beliefs that govern our identity. 

It also requires humility. 

While it might be tempting to judge others (or ourselves) on the development level we’ve 
accomplished (or haven’t), it’s far better to view the forms of mind as an invitation to growth.



There is no greater waste of resources in 
ordinary organisations than the energy 
expended every day that goes nowhere.



The skills leaders need 
for dealing with the 
complexity of today are 
counterintuitive!
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